I N T R O D U C T I O N
Public sector organizations have many stakeholders to whom they must report performance: from central Government to regulators to local community groups. As financial resources dwindle over the upcoming years stakeholders will likely more thoroughly scrutinize such reports to ensure that money is not being wasted -and, as we have stressed throughout this book, that service standards remain intact.
This chapter does not look at the interventions and transformations that will inform such reports (and that will make up the content of a Balanced Scorecard), but rather at what we mean by reporting scorecard performance and how to construct a best practice report. This essentially breaks down into three components, each of which we explore in detail.
1. How should we capture, store, disseminate and report scorecard data and information: the software conversation 2. What does a best practice report look like: ensuring a balance of textual and numeric information 3. What are the different types of meetings that should be used to review and report on scorecard performance: and what are the different functions of each.
The Balanced Scorecard: The software conversation
Moving from simple office-type tools for capturing, storing and reporting scorecard performance to a fully automated system is not an inexpensive transition. Typical spending for a reasonable sized organization is in the region of $200,000 (and can be much more). A realistic starting price is about $30,000. So it might seem strange that in a book that continually reinforces the message that falling public sector revenues requires the significant tightening of belts that we are holding a conversation about purchasing an expensive software package to support a Balanced Scorecard implementation. But the fact is that the efficacious management of organizations today requires an appropriate IT infrastructure and the proper use of Business Intelligence tools and other performance-enhancing disciplines. When it comes to strategic performance management, it is important to use IT to make the most of the data and information available to decision-makers. In his recent book: The Intelligent Company: Five Steps to Success with Evidence-based Management, Bernard Marr explained that organizations have wasted billions of dollars purchasing Business Intelligence solutions in the hope that it would solve all of their data and analytics problems.
1 In this book we can say that companies waste untold millions in software in the mistaken belief that it will instantaneously, or at a click of a button, solve all of their strategic management problems. Holding such a belief can lead to making the wrong decisions, buying inappropriate software and will result in a significant waste of time, energy and money.
Not only will it undermine the entire strategic performance management effort, but in today's financially constrained times will severely damage the credibility of the CEO and their senior team, lead to widespread negative publicity and, in many cases, the removal of members of the senior team. Public sector leaders need to think carefully about the purchase of software to support their strategy management, or Balanced Scorecard efforts.
The Balanced Scorecard is not a software solution
In an earlier chapter we stated that the Balanced Scorecard is not a measurement system, a message that is still difficult to get many leaders to accept. In this chapter we will add that neither is it a software solution (it is not a simple reporting exercise either, as we explain later). From our field observations we find it very worrisome that many organizational
